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Negative lineaments in the granitic bedrock
areas of NW Peninsular Malaysia
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Abstract: Negative lineaments in the granilic bedrock an:as of NW Peninsular Malaysia are
inlerpreled to reprcscntlhe strikes of fraClureS lhat have developed both before. and as a result of.
an approximalely 120·-300· dirccled compression during the Upper Jurassic to Early Tertiary.
The fractures pre-datin~ this period of compression are furthermore. iruerpreted to be primary
fraclures that hal'e formed during lhe cooling of granile batholiths. particularly lhose emplaced
during lhe Upper Triassic.

INTRODUCTION

[n photogeology, the term 'lineament' is normally used to refer to any linear
geological feature that can be recognized on aerial photographs and other forms of
remotc sensing imagery. Although lineaments can be recognized through the linear
trends of different features, as photo-image characteristics and vegetation, for
structural geological purposes linear trends of topographic features are particularly
useful as they reflect, and allow interpretation of. geological structures. These linear
trends of topographic features are of two types for they can occur as linear trends of
topographic highs (i.e. positive lineaments) or as lincar trends of topographic
lows (i.e. negative lineaments). Positive topographic lineaments, as strike ridges and
dykes, usually represent the exposure of resistant rock units, whereas negative
topographic lineaments, as straight valleys usually reflect the exposure of non-resistant
rock units orthe e,'<posure of phmes or zones of weakness in rock i.e. joints and faults.
Although aerial photographs and other forms of remote sensing imagery ofTer good
sources for the recognition and mapping of the lineaments within an area, LANDSAT
imagery is undoubtedly the best source, for the single frame LANDSAT images can,
for practical purposes. be considered equivalent to a topographic map. Thus, the
various distortions (as relief and tilt distortions) that arc inherent in the lise of aerial
photographs and most other forms of remote imagery (and that need to be corrected
for) do not arise in the usc of LANDSAT imagery for the mapping of lineaments. The
small scale and large areal covcrage of single frame LANDSAT images furthermore,
allows for the regional recognition and mapping oflineal1lcnts in contnlst to the large
scale and small areal coverage of aerial photographs and most other forms of remote
senslllg Imagery.

This paper discusses the results of a negative lineament analysis, from LA NDSAT
imagery, of the granitic bedrock areas of NW Peninsular Malaysia. As negative
lineaments only have been mapped, the resulting lineaments patterns arc thus
interpreted to be indicative or the fract ure patterns within these granitic bedrock areas.
As interpretation of the origins of these fracture patterns is also discussed.

STUDY AREA

The study area comprises the granitic bedrock areas of Kedah, Perak and Penang in




















